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ABSTRACT
We study the notion of symplectic scalar curvature on the supermanifold over an ordinary Fe-
dosov manifold whose structural sheaf is that of differential forms. In this purely geometric
context, we introduce two families of odd super-Fedosov structures, the first one is very general
and uses a graded symmetric connection, leading to a vanishing odd symplectic scalar curva-
ture, while the second one is based on a graded non-symmetric connection and has a non-trivial
odd symplectic scalar curvature. As a simple example of the second case, we determine that
curvature when the base Fedosov manifold is the torus.
1. Introduction
Let 푀 be a smooth manifold, (푀) the ∞(푀)−module of sections of its tangent bundle (that is, the vector
fields on 푀), and ∇ ∶ (푀) × (푀) → (푀) a linear (Koszul) connection. Using the canonical commutator of
endomorphisms of a linear space and the Lie bracket on (푀), the curvature of ∇, Curv∇, is defined as the tensor
field Curv∇ ∈ Ω2(푀 ; End 푇푀) given by
Curv∇(푋, 푌 ) =
[
∇푋 ,∇푌
]
− ∇[푋,푌 ] . (1)
When 푀 supports an additional geometric structure, such as a Riemannian metric or a symplectic form, it is
possible to pass from Curv∇ to a fully covariant tensor of type (0, 4). Thus, if 퐵 ∈ 2(푀) is a non-degenerate field ofbilinear forms, we can define the Riemann 퐵−curvature tensor of ∇, 푅∇퐵 , by putting
푅∇퐵(푋, 푌 , 푈, 푉 ) = 퐵(Curv
∇(푋, 푌 )푈, 푉 ) .
When 퐵 = 푔 ∈ 푆2(푀) is a pseudo-Riemannian metric (2−covariant, symmetric and non-degenerate), 푅∇푔 is
simply called the Riemann curvature tensor ; if 퐵 = 휔 ∈ Ω2(푀) is a symplectic form (2−form, non-degenerate and
closed), 푅∇휔 is called the symplectic curvature tensor. Particular cases of this setting are Riemannian manifolds withthe compatible Levi-Civitá connection ∇푔 = 0, and Fedosov manifolds, where ∇휔 = 0 instead [5, 7].
A good deal of the information encoded in 푅∇퐵 can be recovered from another 2−covariant tensor field obtainedfrom it: the so-called 퐵−Ricci tensor is defined as the contraction given by the trace with respect to 퐵:
Ric∇퐵(푋, 푌 ) = Tr퐵(푍 ↦ 푅
∇
퐵(푍,푋,푍, 푌 )) .
A fundamental property of Ric∇퐵 is its symmetry, no matter if 퐵 is symmetric or skew-symmetric:
Ric∇퐵(푋, 푌 ) = Ric
∇
퐵(푌 ,푋) .
This property lies at the bottom of the different behaviour of 퐵 = 푔 a pseudo-Riemannian metric and 퐵 = 휔 a
symplectic form, when it comes to make a further contraction to define a scalar function related to the curvature: In
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Symplectic scalar supercurvature on supermanifolds
the first case, we would get a (generally) non-vanishing function called the Riemannian scalar curvature (or scalar
curvature, for short),
Scal∇푔 = Tr푔(푍 ↦ Ric
∇
푔 (푍,푍)) ,
while in the second case we always get a vanishing symplectic scalar curvature,
Scal∇휔 = Tr휔(푍 ↦ Ric
∇
푔 (푍,푍)) = 0 .
Of course, this is due to the fact that the trace with respect to a skew-symmetric bilinear form of a symmetric one, is
zero. Thus, there are no scalar invariants associated to the symplectic curvature [7].
In a series of interesting works, I. Batalin and K. Bering have pointed out that the situation is quite different in
the category of supermanifolds [2, 3]. In it, there are even symplectic forms and odd ones, the latter possessing the
required symmetries to give a non-vanishing odd symplectic scalar curvature. To explain this, let us recall that, roughly
speaking, in the Kostant-Leites-Manin approach a supermanifold can be thought as just a usual manifold where the rôle
of smooth functions is played by the sheaf of sections of the exterior bundle ⋀퐸 of some vector bundle 휋 ∶ 퐸 → 푀
[8, 4, 11, 12]. Thus, supervector fields are derivations 퐺(푀) = Der∞(푀)⋀퐸, 1−superforms are the elements of the
dual sheaf Ω1퐺(푀) = Der∗∞(푀)
⋀
퐸, and so on [15]. Notice that all of these constructions inherite the ℤ−grading of⋀
퐸 = ⊕푘∈ℤ
⋀푘퐸, therefore, also the inducedℤ2−grading which allows us to speak about the bosonic (or even-degree)and the fermionic (or odd-degree) sectors. A symplectic superform, thus, will be a mapping
흎 ∶ 퐺(푀) × 퐺(푀)→ Γ⋀퐸 ,
whose action on 퐷,퐷′ ∈ 퐺(푀) will be denoted ⟨퐷,퐷′;흎⟩ to stress that they form a Γ⋀퐸−module, satisfyingthe graded analogs of the usual properties (see Section 2 below). If |퐷|, |퐷′| denote the respective degrees of the
supervector fields 퐷,퐷′, we will have an even symplectic form when⟨
퐷′, 퐷;흎
⟩
= −(−1)|퐷||퐷′| ⟨퐷,퐷′;흎⟩ , (2)
and an odd one when⟨
퐷′, 퐷;흎
⟩
= −(−1)(|퐷|−1)(|퐷′|−1) ⟨퐷,퐷′;흎⟩ , (3)
In this setting, a graded connection is a mapping ∇ ∶ Der⋀퐸 × Der⋀퐸 → Der⋀퐸 also satisfying the graded
version of the usual properties. As in the classical (non-graded) case, the action of ∇ can be extended to any tensor
superfield in the form of a covariant superderivative. If (푀,Γ⋀퐸) is a supermanifold, the triple ((푀,Γ⋀퐸),흎,∇)
is a Fedosov supermanifold when ∇흎 = 0. In dealing with symplectic supercurvatures, as in the non-graded case,
particular attention will be paid to compatible connections, that is, to Fedosov supermanifolds [1, 13, 16]. The Riemann
supercurvature of a graded connection ∇ can be defined as usual, with the aid of the graded canonical commutator of
endomorphisms of superalgebras, [[⋅, ⋅]]:
Curv∇(퐷,퐷′) = [[∇퐷,∇퐷′ ]] − ∇ [[퐷,퐷′]] .
Similarly, we can define the graded Ricci tensor associated to a given graded connection ∇ , Ric∇, which turns out
to always be even-symmetric, in the sense that
Ric∇(퐷,퐷′) = (−1)|퐷||퐷′|sRic∇(퐷′, 퐷) . (4)
The contraction ofRic∇with an even symplectic form (2) will give zero as in the non-graded category, but the surprising
case is the contraction with an odd symplectic form (3), as now the reasoning based on just symmetry properties fails
to imply that the result must be zero.
Assuming that this contraction is non-trivial, Batalin and Bering went on to relate the resulting odd symplectic
scalar curvature with the eigenvalues of the odd Laplacian [2, 3]. However, they did not touch the issue of non-
triviality, so at the present we do not have a complete answer to the question ‘when is the odd symplectic scalar
curvature non zero?’ Our aim in this work is to present some results in this direction, along with explicit examples,
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in a particular class geometric supermanifolds, those whose structural sheaf Γ⋀퐸 is precisely the sheaf of sections of
the exterior bundle of the base manifold. These supermanifolds, of the form (푀,Ω(푀)) will be named Koszul-Cartan
supermanifolds here [10]. From a purely physical point of view, they are somewhat restricted, because if the dimension
of the base manifold is 푚 = dim푀 , the fermionic content of any physical theory constructed upon them contains a
limited number of fields. But this lack of generality does not mean that this class of supermanifolds is uninteresting,
as we argue next: It can be proved that up to second-order depth, the structure of graded symplectic structures on the
supermanifold (푀,Ω(푀)) is the following [14],
1.
흎휔̃,푔 =
(
푤̃
푔
)
if 흎 is even, (5)
where 푤̃ ∈ Ω2(푀) is an ordinary symplectic form and 푔 is a pseudo-Riemannian metric on the base manifold
푀 .
2.
흎퐻 =
(
−퐻
퐻
)
if 흎 is odd, (6)
where퐻 ∶ 푇푀 → 푇 ∗푀 is a bundle isomorphism.
These local expressions must be understood in the sense that given any local basis of vector fields 푋푖 ∈ (푀) (with
1 ≤ 푖 ≤ 푛 = dim푀), then, for any linear connection ∇ on 푇푀 , {∇푋푗 , 푖푋푗}푛푗=1 (where 푖푋 denotes the insertionoperator) is a basis for the sheaf (of finitely generated, locally free ∞(푀)−modules) Der∞(푀)Ω(푀). Thus, anysymplectic superform can be characterized by giving the supermatrices
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
⟨
∇푋푗 ,∇푋푘 ;흎
⟩ ⟨
∇푋푗 , 푖푋푘 ;흎
⟩
⟨
푖푋푗 ,∇푋푘 ;흎
⟩ ⟨
푖푋푗 , 푖푋푘 ;흎
⟩ ⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠ ,
where the matrix elements do not depend on the chosen connection ∇ (this is in marked contrast to the case of graded
connections, whose local expressions depend crucially on∇). Of course, a particular class of odd symplectic forms (6)
is obtained by considering 푤 ∈ Ω2(푀) a symplectic structure on푀 and the induced musical isomporphism 퐻 = ♭
(we will continue to denote it by 푤 in a slight abuse of notation), resulting in the local expression
흎푤 =
(
−푤
푤
)
. (7)
We can always choose the connection∇ to be symplectic, that is, such that the 2−form푤 is parallel,∇푤 = 0. Thus,
by considering the Koszul-Cartan supermanifold we have a canonical way of relating non-graded Fedosov structures
(on the base manifold) and super-Fedosov ones, through (7).
In this work we carry on a mathematical study of the properties of the symplectic curvature on Koszul-Cartan
supermanifolds, obtaining the following main results:
1. It is possible to construct a class of odd-symplectic supermanifolds ((푀,Ω(푀)),흎퐻 ) starting from a usualmanifold푀 endowed with an isomorphism퐻 ∶ 푇푀 → 푇 ∗푀 . If, moreover, a symmetric linear connection ∇
on푀 is also considered, from (푀,∇,퐻) it is possible to define a quite general class of Fedosov supermanifolds
((푀,Ω(푀)),∇ ,흎퐻 ), with ∇ graded symmetric, whose elements are completely determined by a set of sixtensor fields on the base manifold푀 (Section 3).
2. If∇퐻 = 0, then the odd symplectic scalar curvature of anymember of the above family is zero. In a certain sense,
this kind of a no-go theorem explains why it is so difficult to find explicit examples of non-trivial symplectic
scalar supercurvatures, as the natural thing to do is to consider parallel structures in trying to construct them
(Section 4).
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3. If the base is a Fedosov manifold (푀,∇, 푤), and 퐻 = ♭ ∶ 푇푀 → 푇 ∗푀 is the isomorphism induced by
the symplectic form푤, then it is possible to construct a family of Fedosov supermanifolds ((푀,Ω(푀)),∇ ,흎푔),with a graded non-symmetric connection∇ such that, in general, has non-trivial odd symplectic scalar curvature
(Section 5). In order to show the geometric origin of this curvature, we analyze what is perhaps the simplest
example possible, built on the two-dimensional torus (Section 6).
Previous to that, in Section 2 we briefly recall the main results about the geometry of supermanifolds, establishing
the notation and conventions used in the paper. Appendix A collects some basic facts about Fedosov structures on the
torus that will be needed in the text.
2. Geometry of supermanifolds
All along the paper,푀 will be a smooth manifold with dim푀 = 푛. A real supermanifold is a ringed space (푀,),
where is a sheaf of ℤ2−graded commutative ℝ−algebras (the structural sheaf) such that:
(a) If denotes the sheaf of nilpotents of , then ∕ induces on푀 the structure of a differential manifold (the
base).
(b) The subsheaf∕ 2 is a locally free sheaf ofmodules, with locally isomorphic to the exterior sheaf⋀(∕ 2).
A theorem of M. Batchelor [4] states that for a real graded manifold, letting  = ∕ 2, we have a sheaves
isomorphism
 ≃⋀  (8)
not only locally, but globally. However, this sheaf isomorphism is not canonical. When the identification (8) is made,
it is said that the supermanifold (푀,) is given in split form. An interesting result, due to Koszul [9], is that a
graded manifold splits if and only if ℤ2−graded connections exist (see below for the definition and main properties ofgraded connections). In this paper, we will consider the Cartan-Koszul supermanifold (푀,Ω(푀)) [10], for which the
structural sheaf is that of differential forms on the manifold푀 , that is,(푈 ) = Ω(푈 ) =⨁푝∈ℤΩ푝(푈 ).As for ordinary ∞−manifolds, (super) vector fields on the supermanifold (푀,Ω(푀)) are now the graded deriva-
tions Der Ω(푀) (such as the exterior differential d, which has degree |d| = 1, the Lie derivative 푋 , which has degree|푋| = 0, or the insertion of a vector field 푖푋 , which has degree |푖푋| = −1). Given a linear connection∇ on푀 , deriva-tions of the form∇푋 , 푖푋 generate theΩ(푀)−moduleDer Ω(푀), according to a well-known theorem by Frölicher andNijenhuis. The notation Der Ω(푀) = 퐺(푀) will also be used.
2.1. Graded symplectic forms
The (super) differential 1−forms on (푀,Ω(푀)) are defined as the duals Der∗Ω(푀), and 푘−forms are defined by
taking exterior products as usual, and noting that they are bigraded objects; if, for instance, 흎 ∈ Ω2(푀,Ω(푀)) (that
is the way of denoting the space of 2−superforms, sometimes we will use a notation such asΩ2퐺(푀)), its action on twosupervector fields퐷,퐷′ ∈ Der Ω(푀) will be denoted ⟨퐷,퐷′;흎⟩, a notation well adapted to the fact that Der Ω(푀) is
considered here as a left Ω(푀)−module and Ω2(푀,Ω(푀)) as a right one. Other objects such as the graded exterior
differential can be defined as in the classical setting, but taking into account the ℤ2−degree (see [16] for details).Thus, if 훼 ∈ Ω0(푀,Ω(푀)), its graded differential 퐝 is given by ⟨퐷;퐝훼⟩ = 퐷(훼), and if 휷 ∈ Ω1(푀,Ω(푀)), we have
a 2−form 퐝휷 ∈ Ω2(푀,Ω(푀)) whose action is given by⟨
퐷,퐷′;퐝휷
⟩
= 퐷(
⟨
퐷′; 휷
⟩
) − (−1)|퐷||퐷′|퐷′(⟨퐷; 휷⟩) − ⟨[퐷,퐷′]; 휷⟩ ,
where |퐷| denotes the degree of the derivation 퐷.
A graded symplectic form is a closed graded 2−form 흎 ∈ Ω2퐺(푀) that is non singular, that is, the Ω(푀)−linearmap it induces
퐺(푀) → Ω1퐺(푀)
퐷 ↦ 휄퐷흎,
is an isomorphism. Notice that there are two classes of supersymplectic forms: the even ones (for which |흎| is even)
act in such a way that, in terms of the induced ℤ2−degree,| ⟨퐷,퐷′;흎⟩ | = |퐷| + |퐷′|
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while the odd symplectic forms (for which |흎| is odd) satisfy
| ⟨퐷,퐷′;흎⟩ | = |퐷| + |퐷′| + 1 .
We will restrict our attention to a particular class of odd symplectic forms, constructed as follows. Consider a
vector bundle isomorphim퐻 ∶ 푇푀 → 푇 ∗푀 , and define an odd 1−form, 흀퐻 , by its action on basic derivations:⟨∇푋 ;흀퐻⟩ = 퐻(푋)⟨푖푋 ;흀퐻⟩ = 0 .
(notice that this action is actually independent of∇). Then, define 흎퐻 by 흎퐻 = 퐝흀퐻 . Thus, the action of 흎퐻 on basicderivations now reads
⟨∇푋 ,∇푌 ;흎퐻⟩ = (∇푋퐻)푌 − (∇푌퐻)푋⟨∇푋 , 푖푌 ;흎퐻⟩ = −퐻(푋)(푌 )⟨푖푋 ,∇푌 ;흎퐻⟩ = 퐻(푌 )(푋) (9)⟨푖푋 , 푖푌 ;흎퐻⟩ = 0 .
2.2. Graded connections
Along with the notion of graded symplectic forms, in order to define Fedosov supermanifolds we will need a
generalization of the idea of compatible connections.
A graded connection on a graded manifold (푀,) is a mapping
∇ ∶ 퐺(푀) × 퐺(푀) → 퐺(푀)
(퐷1, 퐷2) ↦ ∇퐷1퐷2
such that, for all 퐷1, 퐷2, 퐷3 ∈ 퐺(푀) and 훼 ∈ ,
(1) ∇퐷1 (퐷2 +퐷3) = ∇퐷1퐷2 + ∇퐷1퐷3,(2) ∇ (퐷1+퐷2)퐷3 = ∇퐷1퐷3 + ∇퐷2퐷3,
(3) ∇훼퐷1퐷2 = (−1)|훼||∇|훼∇퐷1퐷2,
(4) ∇퐷1 (훼퐷2) = 퐷1(훼)퐷2 + (−1)|훼|(|퐷1|+|∇|)훼∇퐷1퐷2 .
A graded connection in (푀,) is calledℤ−homogeneous of degree |∇ | if for any pair of homogeneous derivations
퐷1, 퐷2 ∈ 퐺(푀), ∇퐷1퐷2 ∈ 퐺(푀) is homogeneous and |∇퐷1퐷2| = |퐷1| + |퐷2| + |∇ |. If |∇ | ≡ 0mod 2, it issaid that ∇ is even, and odd if |∇ | ≡ 1mod 2 (in either case, the connection is said to be ℤ2−graded). From now on,unless otherwise explicitly stated, we will consider only even connections.
The torsion of ∇ is the mapping Tor∇ ∶ 퐺(푀) × 퐺(푀)→ 퐺(푀) given by
Tor∇(퐷1, 퐷2) = ∇퐷1퐷2 − (−1)
|퐷1||퐷2|∇퐷2퐷1 − [퐷1, 퐷2] ,
and the graded curvature Curv∇ is given by
Curv∇(퐷1, 퐷2)퐷3 = [∇퐷1 ,∇퐷1 ]퐷3 − ∇ [퐷1,퐷2]퐷3 ,
for all 퐷1, 퐷2, 퐷3 ∈ 퐺(푀) (so it is a graded tensor of type (3, 1)). As in the non-graded case, we say that ∇ is
symmetric if its torsion vanishes.
Notice that ∇퐷 can be extended as an operator to all of Ω퐺(푀); for example, if 흉 is a graded 2−form, then ∇퐷흉is again a 2−form, given by its action on homogeneous derivations 퐷1, 퐷2 (of respective ℤ−degrees |퐷1|, |퐷2|):⟨퐷1, 퐷2; ∇퐷휏⟩ ∶= (−1)|퐷|(|퐷1|+|퐷2|) {퐷(⟨퐷1, 퐷2; 휏⟩) − ⟨∇퐷퐷1, 퐷2; 휏⟩ −(−1)|퐷||퐷1|⟨퐷1,∇퐷퐷2; 휏⟩} ,
where we have used the notation ⟨퐷1, 퐷2; ∇퐷흉⟩ to stress the right Ω(푀)−module structure.The graded curvature has the same algebraic properties than its non-graded counterpart. The most important,
undoubtedly, is the Bianchi identity (whose proof is exactly the same as in the non-graded case, just keeping track of
the signs).
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Proposition 2.1. Let ∇ be a graded connection on (푀,Ω(푀)). Then, the graded cyclic sum of its graded curvature
with respect its arguments vanishes:
Curv∇(퐷1, 퐷2)퐷3 + (−1)|퐷1|(|퐷2|+|퐷3|)Curv∇(퐷2, 퐷3)퐷1 + (−1)|퐷3|(|퐷1|+|퐷2|)Curv∇(퐷3, 퐷1)퐷2 = 0 .
Once a linear connection ∇ on푀 is chosen, a superconnection is characterized by a set of tensor fields giving its
action on basic derivations,
∇∇푋∇푌 = ∇∇푋푌+퐾0(푋,푌 ) + 푖퐿0(푋,푌 )
∇∇푋 푖푌 = ∇퐾1(푋,푌 ) + 푖∇푋푌+퐿1(푋,푌 )
∇ 푖푋∇푌 = ∇퐾2(푋,푌 ) + 푖퐿2(푋,푌 )
∇ 푖푋 푖푌 = ∇퐾3(푋,푌 ) + 푖퐿3(푋,푌 ) ,
(10)
where 퐾푖 ∶ Γ푇푀 ⊗ Γ푇푀 → ΓΛ휙(푖)푇 ∗푀 ⊗ Γ푇푀 , and 퐿푖 ∶ Γ푇푀 ⊗ Γ푇푀 → ΓΛ휓(푖+1)푇 ∗푀 ⊗ Γ푇푀 , for
푖 ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}, 휙 and 휓 being functions that depend on the ℤ−degree of ∇ . The following result put some conditions
on these tensors when the connection is symmetric.
Theorem 2.2. [13] Let ∇ be a symmetric linear connection on푀 . A superconnection ∇ on (푀,Ω(푀)) is symmetric
if and only if, for any 푋, 푌 ∈ (푀) the following are satisfied:
퐾0(푋, 푌 ) = 퐾0(푌 ,푋) 퐿0(푋, 푌 ) = 퐿0(푌 ,푋) + Curv∇(푋, 푌 )
퐾1(푋, 푌 ) = 퐾2(푌 ,푋) 퐿1(푋, 푌 ) = 퐿2(푌 ,푋)
퐾3(푋, 푌 ) = −퐾3(푌 ,푋) 퐿3(푋, 푌 ) = −퐿3(푌 ,푋) .
(11)
2.3. Graded curvature and Ricci tensors. Scalar supercurvature
For ∇ a graded connection on (푀,Ω(푀)) and 흉 a graded covariant 2−tensor, the graded curvature tensor of ∇
with respect to 흉 is defined as the mapping 푅∇흉 ∶ 퐺(푀) × 퐺(푀) × 퐺(푀) × 퐺(푀)→ Ω(푀) given by
⟨퐷1, 퐷2, 퐷3, 퐷4;푅∇흉 ⟩ = ⟨Curv∇(퐷1, 퐷2)퐷3), 퐷4 ; 흉⟩ .
Notice that if 흉 happens to be homogeneous, as a consequence of ∇ being even, the graded curvature tensor is
homogeneous of degree |푅∇흉 | = |흉|.The following result, whose proof is just a straightforward computation, guarantees that 푅∇흉 has the required mul-tilinearity property of a tensor, along with an important skew-symmetry property.
Proposition 2.3. For any graded convariant 2−tensor 흉 , the tensor 푅∇흉 satisfies:
1. If ∇ is even, 푅∇흉 is a graded covariant 4−tensor (that is, graded Ω(푀)−multilinear in any of its arguments).2. Is graded skew-symmetric in its two first arguments, that is,
⟨퐷1, 퐷2, 퐷3, 퐷4;푅∇흉 ⟩ = −(−1)|퐷1||퐷2|⟨퐷2, 퐷1, 퐷3, 퐷4;푅∇흉 ⟩
If∇ is given by the tensor fields {퐾푖, 퐿푖} as in (10), a lengthy but straightforward computation, using the Frölicher-Nijenhuis decompositions
[∇푋 ,∇푌 ] = ∇[푋,푌 ] + 푖Curv∇(푋,푌 )
and
[∇푋 , 푖푌 ] = 푖∇푋푌 ,
proves the following result about the structure of its curvature.
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Proposition 2.4. With the preceding notations, the graded curvature of a graded connection ∇ is determined by
Curv∇(∇푋 ,∇푌 )∇푍 = ∇퐴1(푋,푌 ,푍) + 푖퐵1(푋,푌 ,푍)
Curv∇(∇푋 ,∇푌 )푖푍 = ∇퐴2(푋,푌 ,푍) + 푖퐵2(푋,푌 ,푍)
Curv∇(∇푋 , 푖푌 )∇푍 = ∇퐴3(푋,푌 ,푍) + 푖퐵3(푋,푌 ,푍) = −Curv
∇(푖푌 ,∇푋)∇푍
Curv∇(∇푋 , 푖푌 )푖푍 = ∇퐴4(푋,푌 ,푍) + 푖퐵4(푋,푌 ,푍) = −Curv
∇(푖푌 ,∇푋)푖푍
Curv∇(푖푋 , 푖푌 )∇푍 = ∇퐴5(푋,푌 ,푍) + 푖퐵5(푋,푌 ,푍)
Curv∇(푖푋 , 푖푌 )푖푍 = ∇퐴6(푋,푌 ,푍) + 푖퐵6(푋,푌 ,푍) ,
(12)
where 푋, 푌 ,푍 ∈ (푀) are arbitrary, and
퐴1(푋, 푌 ,푍) = ∇푋퐾0(푌 ,푍) +퐾0(푋,∇푌푍 +퐾0(푌 ,푍)) +퐾1(푋,퐿0(푌 ,푍))
−∇푌퐾0(푋,푍) −퐾0(푌 ,∇푋푍 +퐾0(푋,푍)) −퐾1(푌 , 퐿0(푋,푍))
+푅∇(푋, 푌 )푍 −퐾0([푋, 푌 ], 푍) −퐾2(푅∇(푋, 푌 ), 푍)
퐵1(푋, 푌 ,푍) = ∇푋퐿0(푌 ,푍) + 퐿0(푋,∇푌푍 +퐾0(푌 ,푍)) + 퐿1(푋,퐿0(푌 ,푍))
−∇푌퐿0(푋,푍) − 퐿0(푌 ,∇푋푍 +퐾0(푋,푍)) − 퐿1(푌 , 퐿0(푋,푍))
−퐿0([푋, 푌 ], 푍) − 퐿2(푅∇(푋, 푌 ), 푍)
퐴2(푋, 푌 ,푍) = 퐾0(푋,퐾1(푌 ,푍)) + ∇푋(퐾1(푌 ,푍)) +퐾1(푋,∇푌푍 + 퐿1(푌 ,푍))
−퐾0(푌 ,퐾1(푋,푍)) − ∇푌 (퐾1(푋,푍)) −퐾1(푌 ,∇푋푍 + 퐿1(푋,푍))
−퐾1([푋, 푌 ], 푍) −퐾3(푅∇(푋, 푌 ), 푍)
퐵2(푋, 푌 ,푍) = 퐿0(푋,퐾1(푌 ,푍)) + ∇푋퐿1(푌 ,푍) + 퐿1(푋,∇푌푍 + 퐿1(푌 ,푍))
−퐿0(푌 ,퐾1(푋,푍)) − ∇푌퐿1(푋,푍) − 퐿1(푌 ,∇푋푍 + 퐿1(푋,푍))
+푅∇(푋, 푌 )푍 − 퐿1([푋, 푌 ], 푍) − 퐿3(푅∇(푋, 푌 ), 푍)
퐴3(푋, 푌 ,푍) = 퐾0(푋,퐾2(푌 ,푍)) +퐾1(푋,퐿2(푌 ,푍)) + ∇푋(퐾2(푌 ,푍)) −퐾2(푌 ,∇푋푍 +퐾0(푋,푍))
−퐾2(∇푋푌 ,푍) −퐾3(푌 , 퐿0(푋,푍))
퐵3(푋, 푌 ,푍) = 퐿0(푋,퐾2(푌 ,푍)) + 퐿1(푋,퐿2(푌 ,푍)) + ∇푋퐿2(푌 ,푍) − 퐿2(푌 ,∇푋푍 +퐾0(푋,푍))
−퐿2(∇푋푌 ,푍) − 퐿3(푌 , 퐿0(푋,푍))
퐴4(푋, 푌 ,푍) = 퐾0(푋,퐾3(푌 ,푍)) +퐾1(푋,퐿3(푌 ,푍)) −퐾2(푌 ,퐾1(푋,푍)) + ∇푋퐾3(푌 ,푍)
−퐾3(푌 ,∇푋푍 + 퐿1(푋,푍)) −퐾3(∇푋푌 ,푍)
퐵4(푋, 푌 ,푍) = 퐿0(푋,퐾3(푌 ,푍)) + 퐿1(푋,퐿3(푌 ,푍)) − 퐿2(푌 ,퐾1(푋,푍)) + ∇푋퐿3(푌 ,푍)
−퐿3(푌 ,∇푋푍 + 퐿1(푋,푍)) − 퐿3(∇푋푌 ,푍)
퐴5(푋, 푌 ,푍) = 퐾2(푋,퐾2(푌 ,푍)) +퐾3(푋,퐿2(푌 ,푍))
+퐾2(푌 ,퐾2(푋,푍)) +퐾3(푌 , 퐿2(푋,푍))
퐵5(푋, 푌 ,푍) = 퐿2(푋,퐾2(푌 ,푍)) + 퐿3(푋,퐿2(푌 ,푍))
+퐿2(푌 ,퐾2(푋,푍)) + 퐿3(푌 , 퐿2(푋,푍))
퐴6(푋, 푌 ,푍) = 퐾2(푋,퐾3(푌 ,푍)) +퐾3(푋,퐿3(푌 ,푍))
+퐾2(푌 ,퐾3(푋,푍)) +퐾3(푌 , 퐿3(푋,푍))
퐵6(푋, 푌 ,푍) = 퐿2(푋,퐾3(푌 ,푍)) + 퐿3(푋,퐿3(푌 ,푍))
퐿2(푌 ,퐾3(푋,푍)) + 퐿3(푌 , 퐿3(푋,푍)).
Now, as the curvature Curv∇ is even, for each pair 퐷1, 퐷2 ∈ 퐺(푀) we can define the following homogeneousoperators of degree |퐷1| + |퐷2|:
1. ⟨⋅, 퐷1, 퐷2; Curv∇⟩ ∶ 퐷 ↦ ⟨퐷,퐷1, 퐷2; Curv∇⟩
2. ⟨퐷1, ⋅, 퐷2; Curv∇⟩ ∶ 퐷 ↦ ⟨퐷1, 퐷,퐷2; Curv∇⟩
3. ⟨퐷1, 퐷2, ⋅; Curv∇⟩ ∶ 퐷 ↦ ⟨퐷1, 퐷2, 퐷; Curv∇⟩ .
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Proposition 2.3 guarantees that the graded curvature tensor is graded Ω(푀)-multilinear, and so, only the first
mapping is left Ω(푀)−linear. Due to this, we define the graded Ricci tensor as the mapping1 Ric∇ ∶ 퐺(푀) ×퐺(푀)→ Ω(푀) given by
⟨퐷1, 퐷2; Ric∇⟩ ∶= STr (퐷 ↦ ⟨퐷,퐷1, 퐷2; Curv∇⟩) .
Explicitly, if {퐸1, ..., 퐸푛; 퐸̃1, ..., 퐸̃푛} is a homogeneous basis of supervector fields such that |퐸푖| = 0 and |퐸̃푖| = 1for 푖 ∈ {1,… , 푛} (we call this a pure basis), and {퐸1∗, ..., 퐸푛∗; 퐸̃1∗, ..., 퐸̃푛∗} is the corresponding dual basis as the
Ω(푀)−linear morphism 퐷 ↦ ⟨퐷,퐷1, 퐷2; Curv∇⟩ is homogeneous with degree |퐷1| + |퐷2|, we get
⟨퐷1, 퐷2; Ric∇⟩ = 푝∑
푖=1
⟨ ⟨퐸푖, 퐷1, 퐷2; Curv∇⟩ ; 퐸푖∗⟩ − (−1)(|퐷1|+|퐷2|) 푝+푞∑
푙=푝+1
⟨ ⟨퐸̃푙, 퐷1, 퐷2; Curv∇⟩ ; 퐸̃푙∗⟩ . (13)
If퐻 ∶ 퐺(푀)→ 퐺(푀) is a homogeneous left Ω(푀))−linear mapping, then
STr퐻 = STr (퐻)
where (퐻) is the supermatrix associated to 퐻 in the basis . In particular, if 퐻 is the mapping 퐻 ∶ 퐷 ↦⟨퐷,퐷1, 퐷2; Curv∇⟩, we can compute Ric∇ matricially. If, moreover, we have a non-degenerate graded bilinear form
흉 , we can give another matrix expression for Ric∇, this time in terms of the supermatrix associated to 흉 and the graded
curvature tensor 푅∇흉 .
Proposition 2.5. Let 흉 be a graded non-degenerate covariant 2−tensor. Fix two supervector fields퐷1, 퐷2 ∈ 퐺(푀),
and consider 퐶(퐷1, 퐷2) the left graded Ω(푀)−linear mapping given by 퐷 ↦ ⟨퐷,퐷1, 퐷2; Curv∇⟩, which is homoge-
neous with degree |퐷1| + |퐷2|. If  = {퐸1, ..., 퐸푛; 퐸̃1, ..., 퐸̃푛} is a pure basis of supervector fields, and 흉 , (퐻) are
the supermatrices associated to 흉 and퐻 , respectively, with respect to , then:
⟨퐷1, 퐷2; Ric∇⟩ = STr흉 (퐶(퐷1, 퐷2)) = STr{(⟨퐸푖, 퐷1, 퐷2, 퐸푟;푅∇흉 ⟩ ⟨퐸푖, 퐷1, 퐷2, 퐸̃푠;푅∇흉 ⟩⟨퐸̃푗 , 퐷1, 퐷2, 퐸푟;푅∇흉 ⟩ ⟨퐸̃푗 , 퐷1, 퐷2, 퐸̃푠;푅∇흉 ⟩
)
(흉)−1
}
.
PROOF. It is completely analogous to the proof in the non-graded case.
The advantage of this approach lies in the fact that, when 흉 has a particularly simple form, some calculations
involving the graded Ricci tensor are much easier when done matricially.
Consider now the supermanifold (푀,Ω(푀)) and 흉 a non-degenerate graded covariant 2−tensor, along with the
induced left graded Ω(푀)−linear mappings
Ric♭∇ ∶ Gr(M)→ ∗Gr(M) and 흉♭ ∶ Gr(M)→ ∗Gr(M)
which are homogeneous with respective degrees |Ric♭∇| = 0 and |흉♭| = |흉|. Because of the non-degeneracy of
흉 , the homogeneous mapping 흉♭ is invertible, so we have a well-defined graded-homogeneous, left Ω(푀)−linear
endomorphism with degree |흉|:(
흉♭
)−1
◦Ric♭∇ ∶ G(M) → G(M) .
Let 흉 be a graded metric or symplectic form. The 흉−scalar supercurvature of the supermanifold (푀,Ω(푀)),
endowed with a graded connection ∇ , is then defined as
Scal∇흉 ∶= STr
[(
흉♭
)−1
◦Ric♭∇
]
.
We have the following practical way for computing Scal∇흉 .
1Sometimes, for typographical reasons, we will use the same notation with ∇ as a subindex.
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Proposition 2.6. If  is a pure basis of supervector fields, then
Scal∇흉 = STr
{(
Ric♭∇
)

(
흉♭
)−1

}
where the product in the right-hand side is the usual matrix product.
PROOF. This is just a consequence of the fact that the composition of left Ω(푀)−linear mappings corresponds to the
product of the associated supermatrices.
When 흉 = 흎 is an odd symplectic form, we call Scal∇흎 the odd symplectic scalar curvature of the supermanifold
(푀,Ω(푀)) or, taking into account that this is the only case we will consider in the sequel, simply scalar supercurva-
ture.
3. Fedosov structures on (푀,Ω(푀))
Let (푀,) be a supermanifold, endowed with a graded symplectic form 흎 and a graded symplectic connection ∇
(i.e., such that ∇흎 = 0). The triple ((푀,),∇ ,흎) is then called a Fedosov supermanifold, by analogy with the usual
case. We now consider this class of supermanifolds, paying particular attention to the setting of an odd symplectic
form 흎 on the Cartan-Koszul supermanifold (푀,Ω(푀)).
Proposition 3.1. Let ∇ be a symmetric linear connection on the smooth manifold 푀 , and let 흎퐻 the odd 2−form
determined by the isomorfism퐻 ∶ 푇푀 → 푇 ∗푀 as in (9). Let ∇ be a graded connection on (푀,Ω(푀)), given as in
(10). Then, ((푀,Ω(푀)),흎퐻 ,∇) is a Fedosov supermanifold if and only if the following hold
퐻(퐾3(푋, 푌 ), 푍) = −퐻(퐾3(푋,푍), 푌 )
퐻(퐾2(푋, 푌 ), 푍) = −퐻(푌 , 퐿3(푋,푍)) + (∇푌퐻)(퐾3(푋,푍), ⋅) − (∇퐾3(푋,푍)퐻)(푌 , ⋅)
퐻(푌 , 퐿2(푋,푍)) = 퐻(푍,퐿2(푋, 푌 )) − (∇푌퐻)(푍,푋) + (∇푍퐻)(푌 ,푋) + (∇퐾2(푋,푌 )퐻)(푍, ⋅)
−(∇푍퐻)(퐾2(푋, 푌 ), ⋅) + (∇푌퐻)(퐾2(푋,푍), ⋅) − (∇퐾2(푋,푍)퐻)(푌 , ⋅)
퐻(퐾1(푋, 푌 ), 푍) = 퐻(퐾1(푋,푍), 푌 )
퐻(퐾0(푋, 푌 ), 푍) = −퐻(푌 , 퐿1(푋,푍)) + (∇푋퐻)(푌 ,푍) + (∇푌퐻)(퐾1(푋,푍), ⋅) − (∇퐾1(푋,푍)퐻)(푌 , ⋅)
퐻(푌 , 퐿0(푋,푍)) = 퐻(푍,퐿0(푋, 푌 )) − (∇푋∇푌퐻)(푍, ⋅) + (∇∇푋푌퐻)(푍, ⋅)
+(∇푋∇푍퐻)(푌 ⋅) − (∇∇푋푍퐻)(푌 , ⋅) + (∇퐾0(푋,푌 )퐻)(푍, ⋅)
−(∇푍퐻)(퐾0(푋, 푌 ), ⋅) + (∇푌퐻)(퐾0(푋,푍), ⋅) − (∇퐾0(푋,푍)퐻)(푌 , ⋅) ,
(14)
for any 푋, 푌 ,푍 ∈ (푀).
PROOF. In order to study ∇흎퐻 , it suffices to consider the cases⟨푖푌 , 푖푍 ; ∇ 푖푋흎퐻⟩⟨∇푌 , 푖푍 ; ∇ 푖푋흎퐻⟩⟨∇푌 ,∇푍 ; ∇ 푖푋흎퐻⟩
⟨푖푌 , 푖푍 ; ∇∇푋흎퐻⟩⟨∇푌 , 푖푍 ; ∇∇푋흎퐻⟩⟨∇푌 ,∇푍 ; ∇∇푋흎퐻⟩
Each one gives an equation involving the tensors 퐾푖, 퐿푖. For instance, the condition ⟨∇푌 , 푖푍 ; ∇ 푖푋흎퐻⟩ = 0 trans-lates into
⟨∇푌 , 푖푍 ; ∇ 푖푋흎퐻⟩ = 푖푋(⟨∇푌 , 푖푍 ;흎퐻⟩) − ⟨∇ 푖푋∇푌 , 푖푍 ;흎퐻⟩ − (−1)(−1)(0)⟨∇푌 ,∇ 푖푋 푖푍 ;흎퐻⟩
= 푖푋(⟨∇푌 , 푖푍 ;흎퐻⟩) − ⟨∇퐾2(푋,푌 ) + 푖퐿2(푋,푌 ), 푖푍 ;흎퐻⟩ − ⟨∇푌 ,∇퐾3(푋,푍) + 푖퐿3(푋,푍);흎퐻⟩
= 0 .
Taking into account (9), we get the equivalent equation
푖푋(⟨∇푌 , 푖푍 ;흎퐻⟩) − ⟨∇퐾2(푋,푌 ), 푖푍 ;흎퐻⟩ − ⟨∇푌 ,∇퐾3(푋,푍);흎퐻⟩ − ⟨∇푌 , 푖퐿3(푋,푍);흎퐻⟩
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= − 푖푋퐻(푌 )(푍) +퐻(퐾2(푋, 푌 ))(푍) − (∇푌퐻)퐾3(푋,푍) + (∇퐾3(푋,푍)퐻)푌 +퐻(푌 )(퐿3(푋,푍)) = 0 .
If we use the non-degenerate bilinear form associated to퐻 (which we will denote by the same letter to lighten the
notation), given by퐻(푋, 푌 ) = 퐻(푋)(푌 ) for any푋, 푌 ∈ (푀), then we can further simplify the above expression to
퐻(퐾2(푋, 푌 )⋅, 푍) = −퐻(푌 , 퐿3(푋,푍)⋅) + (∇푌퐻)(퐾3(푋,푍), ⋅) − (∇퐾3(푋,푍)퐻)(푌 , ⋅) .
The remaining cases are proved in an analogous manner.
In particular, a graded symplectic connection ∇ is characterized just by six tensors fields 퐾0, 퐾3, 퐿0, 퐿1, 퐿2, 퐿3 ∶
Γ푇푀 ⊗ Γ푇푀 → ΓΛ푇 ∗푀 ⊗ Γ푇푀 .
Theorem 3.2. Under the hypothesis of the preceding Proposition, ((푀,Ω(푀)),흎퐻 ,∇) is a Fedosov supermanifold,
with ∇ symmetric, if and only if ∇ has the form
∇∇푋∇푌 = ∇∇푋푌+퐾0(푋,푌 ) + 푖퐿0(푋,푌 )
∇∇푋 푖푌 = 푖∇푋푌+퐿1(푋,푌 )
∇ 푖푋∇푌 = 푖퐿2(푋,푌 )
∇ 푖푋 푖푌 = ∇퐾3(푋,푌 ) + 푖퐿3(푋,푌 ) ,
(15)
for any 푋, 푌 ,푍 ∈ (푀).
PROOF. The graded connection ∇ can be characterized as in Proposition 3.1. In particular, for any vector fields
푋, 푌 ,푍 ∈ (푀) we find from the calculation in the proof above,
푖푍퐻(퐾2(푋, 푌 )) = ∇푌 (퐻(퐾3(푋,푍))) − ∇퐾3(푋,푍)(퐻(푌 )) −퐻([푌 ,퐾3(푋,푍)]) − 푖퐿3(푋,푍)퐻(푌 ) ,
and, from the fourth equation in (14), 푖푍퐻(퐾1(푋, 푌 )) = 푖푌퐻(퐾1(푋,푍)); so, using (11) we get
푖푌퐻(퐾1(푋,푍)) = 푖푍퐻(퐾1(푋, 푌 ))
= 푖푍퐻(퐾2(푌 ,푋))
= ∇푋(퐻(퐾3(푌 ,푍))) − ∇퐾3(푌 ,푍)(퐻(푋)) −퐻([푋,퐾3(푌 ,푍)]) − 푖퐿3(푌 ,푍)퐻(푋)
= −∇푋(퐻(퐾3(푍, 푌 ))) + ∇퐾3(푍,푌 )(퐻(푋)) +퐻([푋,퐾3(푍, 푌 )]) + 푖퐿3(푍,푌 )퐻(푋)
= −푖푌퐻(퐾2(푍,푋))
= −푖푌퐻(퐾1(푋,푍)) .
As퐻 is non degenerate, we conclude that 퐾1 = 0, which in turn implies 퐾2 = 0, and the statement follows.
We can be more specific when there are additional conditions on퐻 and ∇, as we show next. To this end, suppose
(푀,퐻,∇) is either a Riemannian or a symplectic manifold, with퐻 ∶ 푇푀 → 푇 ∗푀 the isomorphism induced by the
corresponding non-degenerate 2−covariant tensor field. Here, ∇ is a symmetric connection, compatible with퐻 in the
sense that ∇퐻 = 0.
Corollary 3.2.1. Under the preceding conditions, ((푀,Ω(푀)),흎퐻 ,∇) is a Fedosov supermanifold with ∇ graded
symmetric, if and only if a ∇ has the form
∇∇푋∇푌 = ∇∇푋푌+퐾0(푋,푌 ) + 푖퐿0(푋,푌 )
∇∇푋 푖푌 = 푖∇푋푌+퐿1(푋,푌 )
∇푋∇푌 = 푖퐿2(푋,푌 )
∇푋 푖푌 = ∇퐾3(푋,푌 ) ,
(16)
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where the tensor fields 퐾0, 퐾3, 퐿0, 퐿1, 퐿2 ∶ Γ푇푀 ⊗ Γ푇푀 → ΓΛ푇 ∗푀 ⊗ Γ푇푀 satisfy:
퐾0 is symmetric , 퐾3 is skew-symmetric, 퐻(퐾3(푋, 푌 ), 푍) = −퐻(퐾3(푋,푍), 푌 ) ,
퐿0(푋, 푌 ) = 퐿0(푌 ,푋) + Curv∇(푋, 푌 ) , 퐻(퐾0(푋, 푌 ), 푍) = −퐻(푌 , 퐿1(푋,푍)) ,
퐿1(푋, 푌 ) = 퐿2(푌 ,푋) , 퐻(푌 , 퐿0(푋,푍)) = 퐻(푍,퐿0(푋, 푌 )) ,
for any 푋, 푌 ,푍 ∈ (푀).
PROOF. The hypothesis in the statement and the second condition in Proposition 3.1 together with the fact that퐾2 = 0in this case (as a consequence of Theorem 3.2), imply that
퐻(퐾2(푋, 푌 ), 푍) = −퐻(푌 , 퐿3(푋,푍)) ,
hence 퐿3 = 0. On the other hand, the third condition in Proposition 3.1 is now a consequence of the others, concretelyof the fifth, which now reads퐻(퐾0(푋, 푌 ), 푍) = −퐻(푌 , 퐿1(푋,푍)), so (using the properties from Theorem 2.2)
퐻(푌 , 퐿2(푋,푍)) = 퐻(푌 , 퐿1(푍,푋))
= −퐻(퐾0(푍, 푌 ), 푋)
= −퐻(퐾0(푌 ,푍), 푋)
= 퐻(푍,퐿1(푌 ,푋))
= 퐻(푍,퐿2(푋, 푌 )) ,
and the statement follows.
4. Vanishing odd symplectic scalar curvature
In this section we will use some results from graded linear algebra. References for this topic are [11] and [6].
We are interested in a Fedosov supermanifold ((푀,Ω(푀)),흎퐻 ,∇), with ∇ a symmetric graded connection,퐻 ∶
푇푀 → 푇 ∗푀 an isomorphism, and흎퐻 the odd symplectic superform defined by퐻 as in (9). Once chosen a symmetricconnection ∇, not necessarily compatible with 퐻 , in a basis of homogeneous supervector fields {∇푋푖 , 푖푋푖} the oddsupermatrix associated to 흎퐻 adopts the form:
(흎퐻 ) =
(
푃 −퐻
퐻 푡 0
)
(17)
(where, by an abuse of notation,퐻 also denotes the invertible matrix associated to the isomorphism퐻), so:
(휔♭퐻 ) =
(
푃 푡 −(−1)1(퐻 푡)푡
(−퐻)푡 (−1)10
)
=
(
푃 푡 퐻
−퐻 푡 0
)
.
On the other hand, a block matrix like(
퐴 퐵
퐶 0
)
with 퐵 and 퐶 invertibles, is also invertible with inverse(
0 퐶−1
퐵−1 −퐵−1퐴퐶−1
)
;
we therefore get
(휔♭퐻 )
−1 =
(
0 (−퐻 푡)−1
퐻−1 −(퐻−1)푃 푡(−퐻 푡)−1
)
=
(
0 (−퐻 푡)−1
퐻−1 퐻−1푃 푡(퐻 푡)−1
)
.
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On the other hand, if the even supermatrix associated to the graded Ricci tensor Ric∇ is(
Ric∇
)
=
(
푅 푆
푇 푈
)
, (18)
then (
Ric♭∇
)
=
(
푅푡 −(−1)0푇 푡
푆푡 (−1)0푈 푡
)
=
(
푅푡 −푇 푡
푆푡 푈 푡
)
,
so we can compute the scalar supercurvature by applying Proposition 2.6:
Scal∇흎퐻 = STr
[(
Ric♭∇
)(
휔♭퐻
)−1]
= STr
[(
푅푡 −푇 푡
푆푡 푈 푡
)(
0 (−퐻 푡)−1
퐻−1 퐻−1푃 푡(퐻 푡)−1
)]
= STr
(
−푇 푡퐻−1 ∗
∗ −푆푡(퐻 푡)−1 + 푈 푡퐻−1푃 푡(퐻 푡)−1
)
= Tr
[
−푇 푡퐻−1
]
− (−1)1 Tr
[
−푆푡(퐻 푡)−1 + 푈 푡퐻−1푃 푡(퐻 푡)−1
]
= Tr
[
−푇 푡퐻−1
]
+ Tr
[
−푆푡(퐻 푡)−1
]
+ Tr
[
푈 푡퐻−1푃 푡(퐻 푡)−1
]
. (19)
Thus, in order to compute the scalar supercurvature we must first know the matrix structure of the graded Ricci
tensor which, in turn, requires an analysis of the graded curvature tensor. If ∇ is given by the tensor fields {퐾푖, 퐿푖} asin (10), recall that the graded curvature tensor is determined by (12).
Important remark: In the remainder of this section, we will assume that (푀,퐻,∇) is either a Riemannian or
symplectic manifold, with ∇ compatible with퐻 , so ∇퐻 = 0.
With this assumption the block 푃 in (17) vanishes, and then (19) implies that the scalar supercurvature can be
computed as
Scal∇흎퐻 = Tr
[
−푇 푡퐻−1
]
+ Tr
[
−푆푡(퐻 푡)−1
]
. (20)
If we now take into account that ∇ is graded symmetric, Corollary 3.2.1 implies 퐾1 = 퐾2 = 퐿3 = 0, and thecurvature of ∇ still will be determined by (12), but this time with
퐴1(푋, 푌 ,푍) = ∇푋퐾0(푌 ,푍) +퐾0(푋,∇푌푍 +퐾0(푌 ,푍)) −퐾0([푋, 푌 ], 푍) + 푅∇(푋, 푌 )푍
−∇푌퐾0(푋,푍) −퐾0(푌 ,∇푋푍 +퐾0(푋,푍))
퐵1(푋, 푌 ,푍) = ∇푋퐿0(푌 ,푍) + 퐿0(푋,∇푌푍 +퐾0(푌 ,푍)) + 퐿1(푋,퐿0(푌 ,푍))
−∇푌퐿0(푋,푍) − 퐿0(푌 ,∇푋푍 +퐾0(푋,푍)) − 퐿1(푌 , 퐿0(푋,푍))
−퐿0([푋, 푌 ], 푍) − 퐿2(푅∇(푋, 푌 ), 푍)
퐴2(푋, 푌 ,푍) = −퐾3(푅∇(푋, 푌 ), 푍)
퐵2(푋, 푌 ,푍) = ∇푋퐿1(푌 ,푍) + 퐿1(푋,∇푌푍 + 퐿1(푌 ,푍)) − 퐿1([푋, 푌 ], 푍) + 푅∇(푋, 푌 )푍
−∇푌퐿1(푋,푍) − 퐿1(푌 ,∇푋푍 + 퐿1(푋,푍))
퐴3(푋, 푌 ,푍) = −퐾3(푌 , 퐿0(푋,푍))
퐵3(푋, 푌 ,푍) = 퐿1(푋,퐿2(푌 ,푍)) + ∇푋퐿2(푌 ,푍) − 퐿2(푌 ,∇푋푍 +퐾0(푋,푍)) − 퐿2(∇푋푌 ,푍)
퐴4(푋, 푌 ,푍) = 퐾0(푋,퐾3(푌 ,푍)) + ∇푋퐾3(푌 ,푍) −퐾3(푌 ,∇푋푍 + 퐿1(푋,푍)) −퐾3(∇푋푌 ,푍)
퐵4(푋, 푌 ,푍) = 퐿0(푋,퐾3(푌 ,푍))
퐴5(푋, 푌 ,푍) = 퐾3(푋,퐿2(푌 ,푍)) +퐾3(푌 , 퐿2(푋,푍))
퐵5(푋, 푌 ,푍) = 0 = 퐴6(푋, 푌 ,푍)
퐵6(푋, 푌 ,푍) = 퐿2(푋,퐾3(푌 ,푍)) + 퐿2(푌 ,퐾3(푋,푍)) ,
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for any 푋, 푌 ,푍 ∈ (푀).
In this way, the graded curvature tensor becomes
⟨∇푋 ,∇푌 ,∇푍 ,∇푇 ; 푅∇흎퐻 ⟩ = ⟨∇퐴1(푋,푌 ,푍),∇푇 ;휔퐻⟩ + 푖퐵1(푋,푌 ,푍)퐻(푇 )⟨∇푋 ,∇푌 ,∇푍 , 푖푇 ; 푅∇흎퐻 ⟩ = −푖푇퐻(퐴1(푋, 푌 ,푍)) = ⟨∇푋 ,∇푌 , 푖푇 ,∇푍 ; 푅∇흎퐻 ⟩⟨∇푋 , 푖푌 ,∇푍 ,∇푇 ; 푅∇흎퐻 ⟩ = ⟨∇퐴3(푋,푌 ,푍),∇푇 ⟩ + 푖퐵3(푋,푌 ,푍)퐻(푇 ) = −⟨푖푌 ,∇푋 ,∇푍 ,∇푇 ; 푅∇흎퐻 ⟩⟨∇푋 ,∇푌 , 푖푍 , 푖푇 ;푅∇흎퐻 ⟩ = −푖푇퐻(퐴2(푋, 푌 ,푍))⟨∇푋 , 푖푌 ,∇푍 , 푖푇 ;푅∇흎퐻 ⟩ = −푖푇퐻(퐴3(푋, 푌 ,푍)) = ⟨∇푋 , 푖푌 , 푖푇 ,∇푍 ;푅∇흎퐻 ⟩
= −⟨푖푌 ,∇푋 ,∇푍 , 푖푇 ;푅∇흎퐻 ⟩ = −⟨푖푌 ,∇푋 , 푖푇 ,∇푍 ;푅∇흎퐻 ⟩⟨푖푋 , 푖푌 ,∇푍 ,∇푇 ;푅∇흎퐻 ⟩ = ⟨∇퐴5(푋,푌 ,푍),∇푇 ;휔퐻⟩⟨∇푋 , 푖푌 , 푖푍 , 푖푇 ;푅∇흎퐻 ⟩ = −푖푇퐻(퐴4(푋, 푌 ,푍)) = −⟨푖푌 ,∇푋 , 푖푍 , 푖푇 ;푅∇흎퐻 ⟩⟨푖푋 , 푖푌 ,∇푍 , 푖푇 ;푅∇흎퐻 ⟩ = −푖푇퐻(퐴5(푋, 푌 ,푍)) = ⟨푖푋 , 푖푌 , 푖푇 ,∇푍 ;푅∇흎퐻 ⟩⟨푖푋 , 푖푌 , 푖푍 , 푖푇 ;푅∇흎퐻 ⟩ = 0 ,
(21)
where푋, 푌 ,푍, 푇 ∈ (푀) are arbitrary. Using the expression (9) for 흎퐻 in this particular case (with ∇퐻 = 0), theseequations reduce to
⟨∇푋 ,∇푌 ,∇푍 ,∇푇 ; 푅∇흎퐻 ⟩ = 퐻(푇 , 퐵1(푋, 푌 ,푍))⟨∇푋 ,∇푌 ,∇푍 , 푖푇 ; 푅∇흎퐻 ⟩ = −퐻(퐴1(푋, 푌 ,푍), 푇 ) = ⟨∇푋 ,∇푌 , 푖푇 ,∇푍 ; 푅∇흎퐻 ⟩⟨∇푋 , 푖푌 ,∇푍 ,∇푇 ; 푅∇흎퐻 ⟩ = 퐻(푇 , 퐵3(푋, 푌 ,푍)) = −⟨푖푌 ,∇푋 ,∇푍 ,∇푇 ; 푅∇흎퐻 ⟩⟨∇푋 ,∇푌 , 푖푍 , 푖푇 ;푅∇흎퐻 ⟩ = −퐻(퐴2(푋, 푌 ,푍), 푇 )⟨∇푋 , 푖푌 ,∇푍 , 푖푇 ;푅∇흎퐻 ⟩ = −퐻(퐴3(푋, 푌 ,푍), 푇 ) = ⟨∇푋 , 푖푌 , 푖푇 ,∇푍 ;푅∇흎퐻 ⟩⟨푖푌 ,∇푋 ,∇푍 , 푖푇 ;푅∇흎퐻 ⟩ = 퐻(퐴3(푋, 푌 ,푍), 푇 ) = ⟨푖푌 ,∇푋 , 푖푇 ,∇푍 ;푅∇흎퐻 ⟩⟨푖푋 , 푖푌 ,∇푍 ,∇푇 ;푅∇흎퐻 ⟩ = 0⟨∇푋 , 푖푌 , 푖푍 , 푖푇 ;푅∇흎퐻 ⟩ = −퐻(퐴4(푋, 푌 ,푍), 푇 ) = −⟨푖푌 ,∇푋 , 푖푍 , 푖푇 ;푅∇흎퐻 ⟩⟨푖푋 , 푖푌 ,∇푍 , 푖푇 ;푅∇흎퐻 ⟩ = −퐻(퐴5(푋, 푌 ,푍), 푇 ) = ⟨푖푋 , 푖푌 , 푖푇 ,∇푍 ;푅∇흎퐻 ⟩⟨푖푋 , 푖푌 , 푖푍 , 푖푇 ;푅∇흎퐻 ⟩ = 0 .
(22)
Now we can study the graded Ricci tensor. We will need the following properties.
Lemma 4.1. Under the preceding assumptions, if ∇ is graded symmetric and symplectic the following hold:
1. 퐴3(푋,푍, 푇 ) = 퐴3(푇 ,푍,푋) − 퐴2(푋, 푇 ,푍) .
2. 퐻(퐴3(푋,푍, 푇 ), 푌 ) = 퐻(퐴3(푇 ,푍,푋), 푌 ) −퐻(퐴2(푇 ,푋, 푌 ), 푍) .
3. 퐻(퐴3(푍, 푇 ,푋), 푌 ) = −퐻(퐴3(푍, 푌 ,푋), 푇 ) ,
for any 푋, 푌 ,푍, 푇 ∈ (푀).
PROOF.
1. Recall that퐿0(푇 ,푋) = 퐿0(푋, 푇 )+푅∇(푋, 푇 ) and퐾3 is skew-symmetric, so the definitions of퐴3 and퐴2 imply:
퐴3(푋,푍, 푇 ) = −퐾3(푍,퐿0(푋, 푇 ))
= −퐾3(푍,퐿0(푇 ,푋) + 푅∇(푋, 푇 ))
= −퐾3(푍,퐿0(푇 ,푋)) −퐾3(푍,푅∇(푋, 푇 ))
= −퐾3(푍,퐿0(푇 ,푋)) +퐾3(푅∇(푋, 푇 ), 푍)
= 퐴3(푇 ,푍,푋) − 퐴2(푋, 푇 ,푍) .
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2. On the one hand, applying퐻(⋅, 푌 ) to both sides of the equation in the preceding item, we get
퐻(퐴3(푋,푍, 푇 ), 푌 ) = 퐻(퐴3(푇 ,푍,푋), 푌 ) −퐻(퐴2(푋, 푇 ,푍), 푌 ).
On the other hand, as ∇휔퐻 = 0 implies퐻(퐾3(푃 ,푍), 푌 ) = −퐻(퐾3(푃 , 푌 ), 푍), and Curv∇ is skew-symmetric,we can compute
퐻(퐴2(푋, 푇 ,푍), 푌 ) = 퐻(−퐾3(푅∇(푋, 푇 ), 푍), 푌 )
= 퐻(퐾3(푅∇(푇 ,푋), 푍), 푌 )
= −퐻(퐾3(푅∇(푇 ,푋), 푌 ), 푍)
= 퐻(퐴2(푇 ,푋, 푌 ), 푍) ,
so
퐻(퐴3(푋,푍, 푇 ), 푌 ) = 퐻(퐴3(푇 ,푍,푋), 푌 ) −퐻(퐴2(푋, 푇 ,푍), 푌 )
= 퐻(퐴3(푇 ,푍,푋), 푌 ) −퐻(퐴2(푇 ,푋, 푌 ), 푍) .
3. It is a direct computation:
퐻(퐴3(푍, 푇 ,푋), 푌 ) = 퐻(−퐾3(푇 , 퐿0(푍,푋)), 푌 )
= 퐻(퐾3(퐿0(푍,푋), 푇 ), 푌 )
= −퐻(퐾3(퐿0(푍,푋), 푌 ), 푇 )
= 퐻(퐾3(푌 , 퐿0(푍,푋)), 푇 )
= −퐻(퐴3(푍, 푌 ,푋), 푇 )) .
This Lemmawill allow us to prove that whenever퐻 is a Riemannianmetric or a symplectic form, we have 푇 = −푆푡
in (18), directly leading to a vanishing scalar supercurvature.
Proposition 4.2. With the preceding conditions and notations, if퐻 is a Riemannian metric or a symplectic form, then
⟨∇푋 , 푖푌 ; Ric∇⟩ = −⟨푖푌 ,∇푋 ; Ric∇⟩ .
PROOF. We will detail the case of 퐻 = 푔♭ a Riemannian (pseudo)metric (so ∇ is the Levi-Cività connection), the
symplectic case is completely analogous.
Take {푋푖} a local 푔−orthonormal frame, and consider the induced basis of supervector fields  = {∇푋푖 ; 푖푋푖}푛푖=1in the Fedosov supermanifold ((푀,Ω(푀)),흎푔 ,∇). The dual basis to  is given by the set of 1−superforms ∗ =
{∇∗푋푖 ; 푖
∗
푋푖
} defined by
∇∗푋푖 = −푖푖푋푖흎푔 , 푖
∗
푋푖
= 푖∇푋푖흎푔 ,
as it is immediate from (9) for퐻 = 푔♭ in this particular case (with ∇퐻 = 0), and the fact that {푋푖} is 푔−orthonormal.Thus:
⟨퐷1, 퐷2; Ric∇⟩ = STr흎푔 (퐷 ↦ ⟨퐷,퐷1, 퐷2;푅∇휔푔 ⟩)
=
푛∑
푖=1
⟨ ⟨∇푋푖 , 퐷1, 퐷2;푅∇휔푔 ⟩ ; ∇∗푋푖⟩ − (−1)(|퐷1|+|퐷2|) 푛∑
푖=1
⟨ ⟨푖푋푖 , 퐷1, 퐷2;푅∇휔푔 ⟩ ; 푖∗푋푖⟩
=
푛∑
푖=1
−⟨ ⟨∇푋푖 , 퐷1, 퐷2;푅∇휔푔 ⟩ , 푖푋푖 ; 휔푔⟩ − (−1)(|퐷1|+|퐷2|) 푛∑
푖=1
⟨ ⟨푖푋푖 , 퐷1, 퐷2;푅∇휔푔 ⟩ , ∇푋푖 ; 휔푔⟩
=
푛∑
푖=1
−⟨∇푋푖 , 퐷1, 퐷2, 푖푋푖 ; 푅∇휔푔 ⟩ − (−1)(|퐷1|+|퐷2|) 푛∑
푖=1
⟨푖푋푖 , 퐷1, 퐷2,∇푋푖 ; 푅∇휔푔 ⟩.
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From equations (22), determining the graded curvature tensor, we have, for any 푋, 푌 ∈ (푀),
⟨푖푌 ,∇푋 ; Ric∇⟩ = 푛∑
푖=1
푔(퐴3(푋푖, 푌 ,푋) , 푋푖) ,
and
⟨∇푋 , 푖푌 ; Ric∇⟩ = 푛∑
푖=1
푔(퐴2(푋푖, 푋, 푌 ) , 푋푖) +
푛∑
푖=1
푔(퐴3(푋,푋푖, 푋푖) , 푌 ) ,
but, from item 2 in the preceding lemma,
푔(퐴3(푋,푋푖, 푋푖) , 푌 ) = 푔(퐴3(푋푖, 푋푖, 푋), 푌 ) − 푔(퐴2(푋푖, 푋, 푌 ), 푋푖) ,
hence
⟨∇푋 , 푖푌 ; Ric∇⟩ = 푛∑
푖=1
푔(퐴2(푋푖, 푋, 푌 ) , 푋푖) +
푛∑
푖=1
푔(퐴3(푋푖, 푋푖, 푋), 푌 ) − 푔(퐴2(푋푖, 푋, 푌 ), 푋푖)
=
푛∑
푖=1
푔(퐴3(푋푖, 푋푖, 푋), 푌 ) .
Finally, an application of item 3 in the preceding lemma gives:
⟨∇푋 , 푖푌 ; Ric∇⟩ = 푛∑
푖=1
−푔(퐴3(푋푖, 푌 ,푋), 푋푖) ,
so ⟨∇푋 , 푖푌 ; Ric∇⟩ = −⟨푖푌 ,∇푋 ; Ric∇⟩, which proves the statement.
This proposition implies that, whenever 퐻 represents a (pseudo)Riemannian metric or a symplectic form, we get
푇 = −푆푡 and then
Scal∇흎퐻 = Tr
[
−푇 푡퐻−1
]
+ Tr
[
푇 (퐻 푡)−1
]
. (23)
Theorem 4.1. If ((푀,Ω(푀),흎퐻 ,∇) is a Fedosov supermanifold, with ∇ graded symmetric, such that the underlying
manifold (푀,퐻,∇) is either (pseudo)Riemannian or symplectic with ∇퐻 = 0, then
Scal∇흎퐻 = 0.
PROOF. Recall from graded linear algebra that any invertible homogeneous block 퐴 has the property
(퐴푡)−1 = (−1)|퐴|(퐴−1)푡 ,
and, moreover,
Tr [퐴푡퐵] = Tr [퐴퐵푡] .
Thus,퐻 being an even homogeneous block, we have (퐻 푡)−1 = (퐻−1)푡 and substituting in (23) we get
Scal∇흎퐻 = −Tr
[
푇 (퐻−1)푡
]
+ Tr
[
푇 (퐻−1)푡
]
= 0 ,
which proves the statement.
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5. The case of non-symmetric graded connections
We will fix, in the remainder of this section, a symplectic form 푤 on the manifold푀 (whose dimension will be
2푛) with its associated skew-symmetric isomorphism퐻 ∶ 푇 ∗푀 → 푇푀 , and consider the associated odd symplectic
form 흎퐻 on (푀,Ω(푀)). Also, ∇ will denote a graded connection such that ∇흎퐻 = 0.The calculations in the preceding section show, in retrospect, that the vanishing of the odd symplectic scalar cur-
vature there was due to the following facts:
1. The block 푃 in the local expression (17) vanishes. This, in turn, is a consequence of the choice of a parallel
isomorphism ∇퐻 = 0.
2. The graded connection∇ was taken graded symmetric. In this case, the particular structure of these connections,
described in Corollary 3.2.1, leads to an expression for the graded Ricci tensor which only depends on 퐴3 (inthe notation of Proposition 2.4), and hence to a vanishing scalar curvature.
We want to keep the first property as it simplifies explicit calculations a lot; thus, assuming ∇퐻 = 0, we need to
explore the setting of non-symmetric graded connections in order to give explicit examples of non-trivial odd sym-
plectic scalar curvatures. To this end, we will consider a particular family of graded connections parametrized by a
single tensor field 퐿 ∶ Γ푇푀 ⊗ Γ푇푀 → Γ푇 ∗푀 ⊗ Γ푇푀 , whose elements are of the form
∇∇푋∇푌 = ∇∇푋푌 + 푖퐿(푋,푌 )
∇∇푋 푖푌 = ∇퐿(푋,푌 ) + 푖∇푋푌
∇ 푖푋∇푌 = 0
∇ 푖푋 푖푌 = 0 .
(24)
Notice that this is a graded connection of even ℤ2−degree, but mixed ℤ−degree (0 and 2). Also, according toCorollary 3.2.1, it is non-symmetric (due to the presence of the term ∇퐿(푋,푌 ) in ∇∇푋 푖푌 ).In order for ((푀,Ω(푀)),∇ ,흎퐻 ) to be a Fedosov supermanifold, the conditions in Proposition 3.1must be satisfied.These reduce themselves (because all the involved tensors are trivial except 퐾1 = 퐿 = 퐿0) to the condition on
퐿 ∶ Γ푇푀 ⊗ Γ푇푀 → Γ푇 ∗푀 ⊗ Γ푇푀 ,
퐻(퐿(푋, 푌 ), 푍) = 퐻(퐿(푋,푍), 푌 ) ,
which,퐻 being skew-symmetric, can be rewritten as
퐻(퐿(푋, 푌 ), 푍) +퐻(푌 , 퐿(푋,푍)) = 0 . (25)
From the preceding section, we know that the odd symplectic scalar curvature is given by (20), so we must deter-
mine the blocks 푆 and 푇 of the graded Ricci tensor.
As a previous step, we need the graded curvature Curv∇ of the connection (24), which can be computed as in
Proposition 2.4. The result is
Curv∇(∇푋 ,∇푌 )∇푍 = ∇퐴1(푋,푌 ,푍) + 푖퐵1(푋,푌 ,푍)
Curv∇(∇푋 ,∇푌 )푖푍 = ∇퐴2(푋,푌 ,푍) + 푖퐵2(푋,푌 ,푍)
Curv∇(∇푋 , 푖푌 )∇푍 = ∇퐴3(푋,푌 ,푍) + 푖퐵3(푋,푌 ,푍) = −Curv
∇(푖푌 ,∇푋)∇푍
Curv∇(∇푋 , 푖푌 )푖푍 = ∇퐴4(푋,푌 ,푍) + 푖퐵4(푋,푌 ,푍) = −Curv
∇(푖푌 ,∇푋)푖푍
Curv∇(푖푋 , 푖푌 )∇푍 = ∇퐴5(푋,푌 ,푍) + 푖퐵5(푋,푌 ,푍)
Curv∇(푖푋 , 푖푌 )푖푍 = ∇퐴6(푋,푌 ,푍) + 푖퐵6(푋,푌 ,푍) ,
(26)
where, for 푋, 푌 ,푍 ∈ (푀) arbitrary,
퐴1(푋, 푌 ,푍) = Curv∇(푋, 푌 )푍 + 퐿(푋,퐿(푌 ,푍)) − 퐿(푌 , 퐿(푋,푍)) = 퐵2(푋, 푌 ,푍)
퐵1(푋, 푌 ,푍) = (∇푋퐿)(푌 ,푍) − (∇푌퐿)(푋,푍) = 퐴2(푋, 푌 ,푍) (27)
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and the remaining 퐴푗 , 퐵푗 = 0 (with 푗 ∈ {3, 4, 5, 6}).Let {푒푖, 푓푖}푛푖=1 be a symplectic frame for the Fedosov (ordinary) manifold (푀,푤,∇), that is, 푤(푒푖, 푓푗) = 훿푖푗 , andconsider the pure basis of supervector fields = {∇푒푖 ,∇푓푖 ; 푖푒푖 , 푖푓푖}푛푖=1 on the supermanifold (푀,Ω(푀)). Its dual basisis the set of graded 1−forms ∗ = {∇∗푒푖 ,∇∗푓푖 ; 푖∗푒푖 , 푖∗푓푖} defined by
∇∗푒푖 = −푖푖푓푖휔퐻 , ∇
∗
푓푖
= 푖푖푒푖휔퐻 , 푖
∗
푒푖
= −푖∇푓푖휔퐻 , 푖
∗
푓푖
= 푖∇푒푖휔퐻 .
Therefore,
⟨퐷1, 퐷2; Ric흎H∇ ⟩ = STr흎퐻 (퐷 ↦ Curv∇(퐷,퐷1, 퐷2))
=
푛∑
푖=1
(⟨Curv∇(∇푒푖 , 퐷1, 퐷2) ; ∇∗푒푖⟩ + ⟨Curv∇(∇푓푖 , 퐷1, 퐷2) ; ∇∗푓푖⟩)
−(−1)(|퐷1|+|퐷2|) 푛∑
푖=1
(⟨Curv∇(푖푒푖 , 퐷1, 퐷2) ; 푖∗푒푖⟩ + ⟨Curv∇(푖푓푖 , 퐷1, 퐷2) ; 푖∗푓푖⟩)
=
푛∑
푖=1
(
−⟨Curv∇(∇푒푖 , 퐷1, 퐷2) , 푖푓푖 ; 휔퐻⟩ + ⟨Curv∇(∇푓푖 , 퐷1, 퐷2) , 푖푒푖 ; 휔퐻⟩)
−(−1)(|퐷1|+|퐷2|) 푛∑
푖=1
(
−⟨Curv∇(푖푒푖 , 퐷1, 퐷2) , ∇푓푖 ; 휔퐻⟩ + ⟨Curv∇(푖푓푖 , 퐷1, 퐷2) , ∇푒푖 ; 휔퐻⟩) .
Hence, from equations (26) describing the curvature Curv∇, we get the expression of the 푆 block for the graded
Ricci tensor:
⟨∇푋 , 푖푌 ; Ric흎H∇ ⟩ = 푛∑
푖=1
(
푤(퐴2(푒푖, 푋, 푌 ) , 푓푖) −푤(퐴2(푓푖, 푋, 푌 ) , 푒푖)
)
, (28)
while the 푇 block is always trivial for this particular family of graded connections, because of the vanishing of 퐴3:
⟨푖푌 ,∇푋 ; Ric흎H∇ ⟩ = 푛∑
푖=1
(
푤(퐴3(푒푖, 푌 ,푋) , 푓푖) −푤(퐴3(푓푖, 푌 ,푋) , 푒푖)
)
= 0 .
These blocks are to be inserted in (20) in order to obtain the odd symplectic scalar curvature of the Fedosov
supermanifold ((푀,Ω(푀)),∇ ,흎푤).
6. An example
In this section we present an explicit family of Fedosov structures on the Koszul-Cartan supermanifold over the
torus, of the form ((푇 2,Ω(푇 2)),∇ ,흎푤0 ) with ∇ as in (24) and 푤0 the canonical symplectic structure inherited from
ℝ2 (see Appendix A), such that their odd symplectic scalar curvatures do not vanish. To this end, from these data we
must find a tensor field 퐿 providing a solution to condition (25). As noticed in a previous work [13], the property that
the sympectic curvature on any Fedosov manifold satisfies:
푤(Curv∇(푋, 푌 )푍, 푇 ) = 푤(Curv∇(푋, 푌 )푇 ,푍) ,
means that we can solve (25) by taking 퐿 symmetric (that is 퐿(푋, 푌 ) = 퐿(푌 ,푋) for any 푋, 푌 ∈ (푀) as vector
valued-forms) and defined through
푤0(퐿(푋, 푌 )푍, 푇 ) ∶= 푤0(Curv∇(푍, 푇 )푋, 푌 ) .
Using (37) from the Appendix and the notation there (33), it is immediate to find that
퐿 = Id⊗
(
(4푓푏 + 푔푐) 휕♭1 ⊙ 휕
♭
1 − 4(푓푎 − ℎ푑) 휕
♭
1 ⊙ 휕
♭
2 − (푔푎 + 4ℎ푐) 휕
♭
2 ⊙ 휕
♭
2
)
, (29)
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where Id denotes the identity endomorphism on (푀), and ⊙ the symmetric tensor product. This explicit expression
allows us to compute
퐴2(푋, 푌 ,푍) = (∇푋퐿)(푌 ,푍) − (∇푌퐿)(푋,푍) ,
but some simplifications can be done beforehand. To this end, first notice that for any 푋, 푌 ∈ (푀),
퐴2(푋,푋, 푌 ) = 0 , (30)
and then recall from (20) that
Scal∇흎퐻 = Tr
[
−푆푡(퐻 푡)−1
]
.
As −(퐻 푡)−1 = −퐻 , if we write
푆 =
(⟨∇휕1 , 푖휕1 ; Ric흎H∇ ⟩ ⟨∇휕1 , 푖휕2 ; Ric흎H∇ ⟩⟨∇휕2 , 푖휕1 ; Ric흎H∇ ⟩ ⟨∇휕2 , 푖휕2 ; Ric흎H∇ ⟩
)
,
and make use of (28) and (30), we see that we only need to compute
Scal∇흎퐻 = ⟨∇휕2 , 푖휕1 ; Ric흎H∇ ⟩ − ⟨∇휕1 , 푖휕2 ; Ric흎H∇ ⟩ = 푤(퐴2(휕1, 휕2, 휕1), 휕2) +푤(퐴2(휕2, 휕1, 휕2), 휕1) ,
which is immediate in view of (29). The result is the non-trivial 1−form:
Scal∇흎퐻 = (4푎푏
2−4푏3+4(푎푏−푎2)푐+3(푐2푑−푏푑2)) 휕♭1−(4푎푏
2+4(푏2−푎2)푐−4푎푐2+(푏푐−4푐2)푑+(4푏−푎)푑2) 휕♭2 .
A. Fedosov structures on the torus
We follow [7] in this appendix. Considerℝ2 with global Euclidean coordinates (푥1, 푥2), and let 푇 2 = ℝ2∕ℤ×ℤ be
the 2−dimensional torus. Onℝ2 we have the canonical symplectic structure푤0 for which the Euclidean coordinates arealso Darboux. Denoting the canonical basis of tangent vector fields2 by 휕푖, 푖 ∈ {1, 2}, and using Einstein’s summationconvention over repeated indices, if 푋 = 푋푖휕푖, 푌 = 푌 푗휕푗 are two vector fields, then
푤0(푋, 푌 ) = 푋1푌 2 −푋2푌 1 ,
equivalently,
푤0 = d푥1 ∧ d푥2 .
Clearly, this form is invariant under translations (푥1, 푥2)↦ (푥1 + 푎, 푥2 + 푏), that is, is left invariant with respect to
the additive Lie group structure of ℝ2, and thus descends to the quotient 푇 2. The same argument proves that a Koszul
connection ∇ such that its Christoffel symbols Γ푖푗푘 are constants, is left invariant and descends to 푇 2.
If 푋 ∈ (푇 2) is a vector field, the dual 1−form with respect to a non-degenerate bilinear form 퐵 will be denoted
푋♭퐵 = 푖푋퐵 = 퐵(푋, ⋅), or simply 푋♭ if 퐵 is understood. Suppose now that ∇ is a symplectic connection with respectto a symplectic form on 푇 2, 푤, so Tor∇ = 0 and ∇푤 = 0. From the first condition we get, for every 푋, 푌 ∈ (푇 2),
∇푋푌 − ∇푌푋 = [푋, 푌 ], which, expressed in a local basis 푋 = 휕푖, 푌 = 휕푗 , gives
Γ푘푖푗휕푘 − Γ
푘
푗푖휕푘 = [휕푖, 휕푗]
푘 = 0 ,
that is,
Γ푘푖푗 = Γ
푘
푗푖 .
2In the notation of the preceding section, 푛 = 1 with 푒1 = 휕1 and 푓1 = 휕2.
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Let us introduce the Christoffel symbols of the first kind with respect to the bilinear form 푤 (they appear when com-
puting the local expression of (∇휕푖휕푗)♭):
Γ푘푖푗 = 푤푘푙Γ푙푖푗 ,
so, in particular,
Γ푘푖푗 = 푤푘푙Γ푙푖푗 = 푤푘푙Γ
푙
푗푖 = Γ푘푗푖 . (31)
The second condition ∇푤 = 0 is equivalent to the fact that, for every 푋, 푌 ,푍 ∈ (푇 2),
푋(푤(푌 ,푍)) = 푤(∇푋푌 ) +푤(푌 ,∇푋푍) = 푤(푌 ,∇푋푍) −푤(푍,∇푋푌 ) ,
so, putting 푤 = 푤푎푏d푥푎 ∧ d푥푏, 푋 = 휕푖, 푌 = 휕푗 , 푍 = 휕푘, we get
휕푖푤푗푘 = 푤푗푙Γ푙푖푘 −푤푘푙Γ
푙
푖푗 = Γ푗푖푘 − Γ푘푖푗 .
Consequently, if we do have a Darboux coordinate system (in which 푤푖푗 are constants),
Γ푗푖푘 = Γ푘푖푗 . (32)
Relations (31) and (32) tell us that, for symplectic connections on the torus, Darboux coordinates correspond to
fully symmetric Christoffel symbols of the first kind, and vice-versa.
With these preliminaries at hand, a connection∇ and a symplectic form푤 on the torus 푇 2 will determine a Fedosov
structure (푇 2,∇, 푤) precisely when there exists a coordinate system (which turns out to be a Darboux system) in which
the Christoffel symbols Γ푖푗푘 are constants and symmetric with respect to any pair of indices. In what follows, we willfix the canonical symplectic 2−form 푤 = 푤0, so the Fedosov structures we are going to consider form a 4−parameterfamily
 = {(푇 2,∇, 푤0) ∶ ∇ ≡ (Γ111,Γ112,Γ122,Γ222)} .
For notational convenience, we will write
푎 = Γ111, 푏 = Γ112, 푐 = Γ122, 푑 = Γ222 ,
and also
푓 = 푎푐 − 푏2, 푔 = 푎푑 − 푏푐, ℎ = 푏푑 − 푐2 . (33)
Assume that we have one such Fedosov structures on the torus. From the fact that
푤−10 = −푤0 =
(
0 −1
1 0
)
,
so (using upper indices for the local expression of the inverse 푤−1) 푤210 = 1 = −푤120 , together with
푤푟푘0 Γ푘푖푗 = 푤
푟푘
0 (푤0)푘푙Γ
푙
푖푗 = 훿
푟
푙Γ
푙
푖푗 = Γ
푟
푖푗 ,
we get
Γ111 = 푤
11
0 Γ111 +푤
12
0 Γ211 = −Γ211 = −푏 ,
and similarly
Γ211 = 푎, Γ
1
12 = Γ
1
21 = −Γ
2
22 = −푐, Γ
2
12 = Γ
1
21 = 푏, Γ
1
22 = −푑 .
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Consequently, the expressions of the covariant derivatives of basis vectors become
∇휕1휕1 = Γ
푖
11휕푖 = −푏휕1 + 푎휕2
∇휕1휕2 = Γ
푖
12휕푖 = −푐휕1 + 푏휕2
∇휕2휕1 = Γ
푖
21휕푖 = −푐휕1 + 푏휕2
∇휕2휕2 = Γ
푖
22휕푖 = −푑휕1 + 푐휕2 .
(34)
The fact that ∇푤 = 0 implies
∇휕푖휕
♭
푗 = ∇휕푖 (푤(휕푗 , ⋅)) = Γ
푘
푖푗푤(휕푘, ⋅) = Γ
푘
푖푗휕
♭
푘 ,
hence the corresponding equations
∇휕1휕
♭
1 = Γ
푖
11휕
♭
푖 = −푏휕
♭
1 + 푎휕
♭
2
∇휕1휕
♭
2 = Γ
푖
12휕
♭
푖 = −푐휕
♭
1 + 푏휕
♭
2
∇휕2휕
♭
1 = Γ
푖
21휕
♭
푖 = −푐휕
♭
1 + 푏휕
♭
2
∇휕2휕
♭
2 = Γ
푖
22휕
♭
푖 = −푑휕
♭
1 + 푐휕
♭
2 .
(35)
Notice that these imply
∇휕1 (휕
♭
1 ∧ 휕
♭
2) = 0 = ∇휕2 (휕
♭
1 ∧ 휕
♭
2) . (36)
The curvature can be computed now from its definition (1). As it is an End(푇푀)−valued 2−form, it suffices to
calculate Curv∇(휕1, 휕2), and it is immediate that
Curv∇(휕1, 휕2)휕1 = ∇휕1
(
∇휕2휕1
)
− ∇휕2
(
∇휕1휕1
)
= 푔휕1 − 2푓휕2 .
Also,
Curv∇(휕1, 휕2)휕2 = ∇휕1
(
∇휕2휕2
)
− ∇휕2
(
∇휕1휕2
)
= 2ℎ휕1 − 푔휕2 ,
so we can write
Curv∇ =
[
(2ℎ휕1 − 푔휕2)⊗ 휕♭1 − (푔휕1 − 2푓휕2)⊗ 휕
♭
2
]
⊗ 휕♭1 ∧ 휕
♭
2 . (37)
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